This paper presents two new mechanisms, global attributes and preference filters, that improve the efficiency and extendability of the Service Location Protocol (SLP). Global attributes describe common service properties, which can be used to perform queries across different service types, and can be standardized for service management. Preference filters facilitate processing of search results, such as finding the best match, in SLP servers. They can reduce the amount of data transferred to the client, and better support thin clients with limited resources and capabilities.
Introduction
The Service Location Protocol (SLP [8] ) provides a flexible framework for service discovery in IP networks. As more applications [15, 16, 1, 21, 17] employ SLP for various discovery purposes, there is a need to extend the functionality of SLP and improve its efficiency in order to meet new discovery requirements. Consider an example of finding all services that support the Stream Control Transmission Protocol (SCTP [18] ). As an SLP Service Request (SrvRqst) can only query services of the same service type, an SLP User Agent (UA) needs three steps to accomplish this discovery: sending a Service Type Request (SrvTypeRqst) to obtain a list of service types, then using a separate SrvRqst to query services of each service type that support SCTP, and finally combining the query results together. Assuming there are n service types, then n + 1 queries are needed, which is inefficient when there are many service types. Consider another example of finding a printer with the minimum queue length. Since SLP search filters (same as those in LDAP [10] ) do not support the "minimum" function, an SLP UA needs to get information for all printers, sort them based on the queue length attribute, and choose the one with the minimum queue length. This procedure is inefficient when there are many printers. These two examples illustrate two discovery scenarios that are not well supported by current SLP, namely discovery across multiple service types and discovering the best match. To remedy this situation, we present two new SLP mechanisms, global attributes and preference filters. Global attributes describe common service properties, which can be used to perform queries across different service types, and can be standardized for service management. Preference filters facilitate processing of search results, such as finding the best match, in SLP servers. They can reduce the amount of data transferred to the client, and better support thin clients with limited resources and capabilities.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we describe how to define and use global attributes. In Section 3, we present the design and use of preference filters. We discuss implementation issues in Section 4, list related work in Section 5, and conclude in Section 6.
Global Attributes
In a service discovery system, a common service description framework is needed for services to advertise their attributes and for clients to specify their requests. A match of a client request with a service advertisement leads to a discovery. To facilitate service discovery, service attributes need to be standardized. One way to achieve this is to employ service templates. As different service types may have different attributes, service templates are often defined in terms of service types. However, some service attributes are independent of service types. For instance, it is increasingly common that services can be accessed via different transport protocols, such as TCP, UDP and SCTP. The transport protocol attribute describes a common service property independent of service types. We refer to a service attribute that is specific to a service type as a local attribute, and a service attribute that is independent of service types as a global attribute. Currently, SLP only supports local attributes: each service type defines its attribute set via a service template [7] , and a SrvRqst always specifies a search filter (attribute predicate) along with a single service type.
Namespace, Definition and Usage
Enabling global attributes in SLP involves three aspects: assigning a separate namespace to global attributes, defining global attributes via attribute templates, and using them properly.
SLP does not explicitly employ namespaces for attribute Since a global attribute can be used with any service type, if it has the same name as a local attribute, then there will be a confusion on which is which. Therefore, a separate namespace is needed for global attributes. According to the common practice in SLP, any global attribute name shall begin with the "service-" prefix. Note that XML [3] also uses prefixes to define its namespaces. We propose that a global attribute is defined using an attribute template (see [20] for a detailed specification), which is a simplified version of the service template [7] . Any service that uses a global attribute should import the attribute's definition into its service template, similar to the C include and Java import mechanisms. In this way, a global attribute only has one definition, and can be used consistently across all service types.
A global attribute can appear in any place where a local attribute is appropriate. In a SrvRqst, when local attributes are used, exactly one service type must be specified; but when only global attributes are used, multiple service types or a service type wildcard can be specified. Thus, we can query services across multiple or all service types via a single SrvRqst. For example, to find all services that support SCTP, we can use a SrvRqst that has a service type wildcard, and an attribute predicate of "service-transport-protocol=sctp".
Efficiency and Extendability
Global attributes describe common service properties across different service types, which improves SLP efficiency in two ways. First, a global attribute only needs to be defined once. Afterwards, it can be imported into any service template. This avoids defining the same attribute in multiple service templates, and ensures a consistent definition. Secondly, global attributes enable using a single SrvRqst to query services across multiple service types, which is more efficient than using multiple SrvRqst messages, one for each service type.
Global attributes can also be used for service management, such as using service identifier to uniquely and persistently identify a service, and using device identifier to identify all services provided by the same device 1 . By standardizing global attributes in this way, we can extend the functionality of SLP to meet new discovery requirements. To illustrate this usage, we show how to introduce service identifier and device identifier into SLP to support some useful discovery scenarios by defining them as global attributes.
Service Identifier and Device Identifier
A service identifier is a URI [2] (such as UUID [12] URI) without locator semantics. It is unique 2 and persistent 3 . A service can always be identified via its service identifier even if it has changed all other service attributes. Service identifiers can be used as keys in service registrations and queries, as in Jini [14] and UDDI [13] . For SLP, it employs "service" URLs as service keys. Unfortunately, a service's URLs are not persistent, e.g., a service may change its URLs when it moves. To support URL changes and to find multi-protocol services in SLP, we can use service identifiers as follows.
URL changes: Once a service has changed its URLs, a client cannot find the same service again by using its old URLs; but the client can find the same service again by using its service identifier.
Multi-protocol services: A service may support multiple access protocols, having a separate URL for each access protocol. For example, a multi-protocol printer that supports IPP [9] and LPR access protocols may have two URLs as follows: service:printer:ipp://mpp.example.com and service:printer:lpr://mpp.example.com. A multi-protocol service advertises each access protocol separately, but all advertisements use the same service identifier to indicate that they belong to the same service. A client can discover all advertisements of a multi-protocol service by specifying the service identifier and the service type in a SrvRqst.
Similar to a service identifier, a device identifier is a URI that uniquely and persistently identifies a device. We can use device identifiers to discover multi-function devices as follows.
Multi-function devices:
A device may provide multiple types of services, such as scanning and printing services. A multi-function device advertises each service type separately, but all advertisements use the same device identifier to indicate that they belong to the same device. A client can discover all advertisements of a multi-function device by specifying the device identifier and a wildcard service type (or all the service types the device supports) in a SrvRqst.
Using service identifiers and device identifiers together, we can determine replicated services as follows.
Replicated services: All replicated servers for a service use the same service identifier but different device identifiers in their advertisements, whereas a device that provides the same service on multiple interfaces (i.e., multi-homed) or at different ports uses the same service identifier and the same device identifier in all its advertisements.
Preference Filters
Service Request (SrvRqst) is the most important SLP query interface, where a client specifies the properties of desired services via a search filter. When multiple services match the The processing of a SrvRqst that has a search filter and a preference filter search filter, further processing of search results may be needed, such as to limit the number of results returned, to sort the results, or to find the best match. We refer to the processing of search results as preference filtering, which is described by a preference filter. Figure 1 illustrates the processing of a SrvRqst that has a search filter and a preference filter. First, the search filter is applied to the service registration database, which generates a set of matched services. Then the preference filter is applied to the matched services, which generates a set of preferred services. Although preference filtering can be performed by UAs, having Directory Agents (DAs) or Service Agents (SAs) perform this function provides two advantages. First, it can reduce the amount of data transferred to the client, which is especially useful when the client uses a low bandwidth channel, such as a wireless channel. Secondly, it can better support thin clients with limited resources and capabilities. For example, some clients may not be able to receive a large amount of results, or to perform sort and choose the best match.
In the design of SLP preference filters, we choose selection and sort as two basic building blocks, and use them to compose generic preference filters.
Selection Filters
We designed an SLP selection extension [22] to specify selection filters. An SLP UA uses this extension in a SrvRqst to limit the number (say, n) of results to be returned. Also an SLP server (DA or SA) uses this extension in a Service Reply (SrvRply) to indicate the number (say, m) of search results before any preference filtering. If n < m, then only the first n results (in the sorted or unsorted result list) are returned, otherwise all m results are returned. As a special case, a UA may set n to 0 to obtain the number of search results without retrieving the results themselves.
Sort Filters
We designed an SLP sort extension [22] to specify sort filters. This extension carries a sort key list (Figure 2 shows its simplified specification using ABNF [4] ). Each sort key has a key name (i.e., an attribute name), a type specifier (string or integer), an ordering specifier (increasing or decreasing), and an optional reference value. Although SLP has five attribute types (integer, string, boolean, opaque and keyword), we only consider integer sort and string sort since keyword attributes never need to sort-key-list = sort-key / sort-key "," sort-key-list sort-key = key-name ":" type ":" ordering [":" ref-value] type = "s" / "i" ;"s" for string, "i" for integer ordering = "+" / "-" ;"+" for increasing order ;"-" for decreasing order Figure 2 : The simplified sort key list specification in ABNF be sorted 4 , and boolean and opaque attributes can be sorted as strings if needed. Integer keys may have a reference value, as in speed:i:+:12, causing the sort to be based on the distance to the reference value, 12.
Generic Preference Filters
A generic preference filter is a list of selection and sort filters, which observes the following rules. First, two selection filters and two sort filters cannot appear in a row. Second, if the same number of sort and selection filters are used, the last one must be a selection filter. Finally, for two selection filters s 1 and s 2 , if s 1 appears earlier than s 2 , then the selected number of results specified in s 1 must be greater than that in s 2 .
We use select(n) to denote a selection filter, and use sort(sortkey-list) to denote a sort filter. We show some useful preference filters next. First, using a sort filter followed by a selection filter can support best match, for instance, the minimum load is written as "sort(load:i:+), select(1)", the maximum speed is written as "sort(speed:i:-), select(1)", and the speed closest to a reference value 12 is written as "sort(speed:i:+:12), select(1)". Secondly, a selection filter can select multiple results, for instance, the top three in terms of speed is written as "sort(speed:i:-), select(3)". Similarly, a sort filter can sort on multiple keys, for instance, the minimum load among those having the maximum speed is written as "sort(speed:i:-,load:i:+), select(1)". Finally, multiple sort and selection filters can be used to construct more complex preference filters, for instance, the minimum load among the top three in terms of speed is written as "sort(speed:i:-), select(3), sort(load:i:+), select(1)". then those search results that do not match any of the specified service types are discarded.
Similarly, for a SrvRqst with a preference filter, the filter is ignored during the search, and then it is applied to the search results. When the filter has multiple selection and sort filters, they must be processed in order, with the output of one filter as the input of the next filter. The output of the last filter is returned to the client.
We have implemented global attributes and preference filters in our release of enhanced SLP; the source code can be found at [5] .
Related Work
Our work on SLP global attributes was motivated by Guttman's serviceid [6] , which describes a way to introduce service identifiers into SLP. Guttman proposes to use service identifiers as SLP service keys and to move URLs into the attribute list. Unfortunately, if a service has multiple URLs and these URLs have different properties, then some form of hierarchical attributes is needed 5 , which complicates SLP attribute list structure and service search. Our proposal is simpler by keeping URLs as service keys (in keeping with SLP flat attributes), and defining service identifier as a global attribute. Similar to global attributes, Jini [14] defines a set of common entry classes in the net.jini.lookup.entry package. When a Jini search specifies multiple interfaces (such as Toaster and FireAlarm), it means to find services that implement all specified interfaces (logic "and"). In contrast, when an SLP SrvRqst specifies multiple service types, it means to find services of any specified type (logic "or").
A number of service discovery systems and directory services support selection and sort on search results, but none of them support generic preference filtering by composing these two basic operations. For example, both Jini [14] and UDDI [13] allow a client to place a limit on the number of search results, but UDDI only supports sorting on name and date, and Jini does not support sorting. LDAP sort control [11] and paging control [19] come closer to our proposed preference filtering. But LDAP aims to send all search results back to the client via the paging control, whereas we simply try to send selected number of search results to the client. Furthermore, we support reference-based sort and more complex preference filtering by composing multiple selection and sort filters.
Conclusion
This paper described two simple but useful mechanisms, global attributes and preference filters, that improve SLP efficiency and extendability. We extended SLP attributes from local to global and enabled generic preference filtering on search results in SLP servers. Although we discuss these two mechanisms in
